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**WHAT IS INCLUDED**

The opener includes the following items:

1. One (1) manual toggle press opener
2. One (1) cone for BEREG-Kit / BEREG-Kit Plastic / BEREG-Horse-Kit
3. One (1) cone for BEREG-Kit small
4. One (1) workholder BEREG-Kit small
5. One (1) slip-resistent mat
6. One (1) table fixing system with two screws

**PREPARATION**

For reasons of safety and process stability, please attach the manual toggle press opener to the work table with the two screws provided.

**Attention:** The settings for the optimal force distribution are preset correctly and must not be changed. Therefore, do not make any modifications to the screws on the back of the opener.

**HANDLING THE MANUAL TOGGLE PRESS OPENER**

**TO OPEN THE BEREG-Kit / BEREG-Kit Plastic / BEREG-Horse-Kit**

1. Put the metal cone for “BEREG-Kit / BEREG-Kit Plastic / BEREG-Horse-Kit” on the top of the container.
2. Place the bottle and the metal cone into the stand in the opening machine. Please pay attention that the neck of the bottle is inserted exactly in the specified slot, until it stops.
3. Press the lever down until the bolt lies on the cone, then continue pushing until it reaches the stop, indicating that the cap is broken.
   **Attention:** Once you release the lever, it automatically returns to its original position.
4. Open the cap by turning it counterclockwise.

**Important:** Protect your hands by using the slip-resistent mat for opening the cap.
HANDLING INSTRUCTION

TO OPEN THE BEREG-Kit small

1. Put the metal cone for BEREG-Kit small on the top of the container.
2. Place the workholder BEREG-Kit small on the top of the machine’s black stand until it clicks into place.
3. Place the bottle and the metal cone into the stand in the opening machine. Please pay attention that the neck of the bottle is inserted exactly in the specified slot, until it stops.
4. Press the lever down until the bolt lies on the cone, then continue pushing until it reaches the stop, indicating that the cap is broken.
   **Attention:** Once you release the lever, it automatically returns to its original position.
5. Open the cap by turning it counterclockwise.

**Important** Protect your hands by using the slip-resistant mat for opening the cap.

---

**WARNING**

- Use eye protection.

---

For more information on the product, consult the following resources:

| The latest version of the user manual can be found on our website | www.berlinger.com/ado-user-manuals |
| For additional information, check out the product page | www.berlinger.com/doping-control/accessory/manual-toggle-press-opener |
| For more information, including ways to contact Berlinger, check out our website | www.berlinger.com |